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Message From the
Troll Dens

Wow, late again, Oh well.  Sorry!  We’ve been sorta busy negotiating longer life spans
with fate.  And fate, being somewhat fickle and, if you don’t mind me saying, dyslexic,
failed to give me the immortality I so deserve and instead gave it to some lame super-
sub-atomic particle like quarks, dorks or forks.  I don’t know, the specifics of the
negotiations passed me by at light speed but managed to consume a good half hours
worth of work time.  In the long run, fate did not want to make any deals and I
remain a short stubby bald man with jiggly jowls, bad breath and plodding feet.

On the productive side of the bed, we finished Bergholt: By Shadow of Night.  We even
got it back from the printer.  Nice.  I want to give those of you out there who intend to
become publishers a little heads up on negotiating with printers.  I am doing this so
you don’t have to go through the same problems we did.

First, ask for a sample of
printed products.  If you are
wise, you will do one of two
things.  Ask for some mate-
rial which they have printed
that is similar to the medium
you are planning to print in
so you know what your prod-
uct may look like at the end
of the day.  So if you are go- ing to print comics, ask for
sample comics.

Here is a better idea.  Find a printer who prints some books you want.  Ask them to
send you those books because you are planning to print something similar.  Make the
selection worth it because this is more or less a one shot deal - unless you find a daft
printer.  They send you the books and lo and behold, you call them up the next week
and tell the printer your company folded but thanks for the samples anyway.  I got the
entire Oxford English Dictionary and the Gutenberg Bible this way.

That’s really all the advice I have on dealing with printers.  Well, other than this: 50
pound paper does not weigh 50 lbs., saddle stitching has nothing to with saddles,
glossy coats do not keep you warm in winter and blue lines are closer to aqua-green
than blue.

That’s it.  You should be set to publish your own books now and make millions in the
world of RPGs.  Maybe not millions.  If you want to make millions in publishing you
better start publishing something other than RPGs.  Publish flapjacks and sell them as
a nutritious breakfast supplement made from an ancient ‘Swedish’ secret.

Computing NightmaresComputing NightmaresComputing NightmaresComputing NightmaresComputing Nightmares

We here at the office of Troll Lord Games liken ourselves to a tribe of Australopith-
ecines or Neanderthaloids.  Whichever the case may be, computers and their various
nuts and bolts present a huge problem for us.  Things often break down and no
amount of WD40 seems to fix them - I have even tried different brands of WD40 just
in case.

So, we have recently had a spate of computer malfunctions and internet problems.
Our ‘server’ changed the parameters of its ‘service’ recently and ‘served’ such a blow
to our operation that it needs serious ‘servicing.’  Now, I don’t really know what a
‘server’ is, but this one has been an abject failure at bringing any ‘services’; not to
mention drinks, dinners and deserts.  Computers!

So where does that leave us? Right here in front of the computers wondering what to
do and waiting for my desert.  We are changing servers, planning to buy new comput-
ers and skipping lunch to play some b-ball.  While all this servicing and unservicing
and purchasing and b-balling has been going on, we have lost gobs of data  Ouch.  So
we will be in contact with those who need it in order to slowly fix things.

Yours Always -- Troll Lord Trolling

LOOK TO PAGE 12 FOR AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!



The Ogre Horde

Magic
Bjorn Strohecker

There is nothing ogres are more amazed by and at the same time more
afraid of than the mysterious power of magic.  They understand that
their shamans call upon the power of spirits who grant them the ability
to ‘cause things’, but ‘causing things’ out of nothing but thin air does
not seem right or natural to them.  Also, ogres are generally vulnerable to
the effects of magic and thus never trust spellcasters.  They are firmly
convinced that those who must rely on magic to defend themselves are
weak and cowardly avoid melee.  Charging ogres always try to take out
spellcasters first if possible.

Ogre Magi
Ogre magi remain a mystery to the scholars and loremasters
of Erde.  Some simply claim them to be a highly evolved
type of ogre, possibly a stage of evolution the entire ogre
race will reach one day.  Of course, this wild theory is
frowned upon by most serious sages and often ridiculed.
Others suggest that the power of the Language of
Creation that was passed on from Yaromir to Vhapragg
and subsequently a spark of it to the ogre race, betimes
causes this rare mutation.  This theory certainly
seems much more plausible and is probably not
far from the truth.  Only one of a thousand ogres
is born an ogre mage.

Two small horns protrude from an ogre mage’s
forehead, roughly two to three inches long.
Upon birth, their skin color is of a dull yellow,
but changes after roughly four weeks to a light
blue or a sickly, pale green.  Their hair is
generally dark, brown or black, in rare cases
even deep, dark blue.  They stand about ten
feet tall and are of an equally strong build as
regular ogres, although they weigh slightly
more, about fifty pounds on average.  Ogre magi
have an erected stature, like humans, and thus
appear taller than standard ogres when moving.
Their claws and teeth are black from birth.
Otherwise, these fearsome sorcerers resemble normal ogres in respect to
their physical appearance.

Besides their distinctive physical features, their superior intelligence
and magic abilities make ogre magi stand out from the horde.  All ogre
magi have the ability to fly and they can reattach lost limbs, much like
trolls.  They are furthermore able to turn invisible or cast darkness at
will.  These are only a few of the many spell-like abilities ogre magi
develop during their life, and it is these abilities that make most of them
outsiders within their tribes.  Ogre magi are feared by their own kind for
their ability to cast spells, but also because most of them show a strange
affection for discipline and order, a concept completely alien to ogres.
Thus, the large majority of ogre magi lives as loners in abandoned ruins
or underground caves to escape the chaos of their tribe and the latent
danger to be slain on impulse.  It also happens that an ogre magus gathers
a couple of homeless ogres around him to serve and protect him, but

such gangs do not normally reach the size of a tribe.  Some ogre magi
share the chaotic and malevolent nature of regular ogres and stay with
their tribes though.  Often raised with the guidance of a tribe’s shaman,
these chaotic ogre magi seek power in their innate fury and are predestined
to become feared Magi of Unbridled Fury (see Prestige Class – Magus
of Unbridled Fury below).

Ogre females have developed a strange habit to test the nature of their
newborn.  Every ogress bringing forth a young at once checks the young
ogre’s bit.  When the teeth are jet black, she raises the child over her
head and drops it.  If the child hits the ground, everything is fine.  Should
the falling nursling remain hovering in the air, its mother has certainty.
She has given birth to an ogre mage.  Generally, this is sad news for an
ogre mother.  Having many children is very prestigious among ogres, but
mothers of ogre magi are normally not allowed to have any more children
as long as they live with the tribe.

Ogre Magic
There is no unique approach to magic original to ogres.  The
magic power of the few ogre magi and the even fewer Magi
of Unbridled Fury is based on sorcery and does not require
any real understanding of the inner workings of magic.
Ogre magi tend to use evocation spells in abundance
and enjoy the great effects they cause.  Magi of
Unbridled Fury find great power in their furious
outbreaks and take evocation spells to even greater
effect.

However, some of those ogre magi raised by
shamans are known to have picked up the concept
of binding spells to fetishes or totems from their
spiritual mentors as it seems, allowing them to

inscribe staffs or stones with magic runes.
At some point in their history, the ogres

must have gained limited knowledge of
the ancient Dwarven Runes which

represent the power of the
Language of Creation.  Most ogre
magi choose the path of a sorcerer,
but some also seek to refine their
knowledge of rune magic and
become RuneMarks.  For details on
Dwarven Runes, rune magic and the
RuneMark core class, see Troll Lord
Games’ Winter Runes.

Magic Items
When an ogre mage creates a magic item, it most probably is a weapon or
sometimes, but more rarely, a piece of armor.  Ogres are very practically
thinking creatures in this way.  There is nothing they need more often
than weapons to inflict pain and death with and a bit of armor to better
defend themselves.  Enchanted rings and amulets are rather uncommon,
wondrous items almost unheard of.  Ogre magi who follow the path of
the RuneMark often create staffs and totems for their personal use.

In principle, enchantments cast on weapons and armor do not exceed
simple enhancements, ranging from a +1 to a +3 bonus to hit and damage,
although a very experienced ogre mage may also create a more powerful
item betimes, giving it a higher bonus or even special abilities.  This is
not the rule but rather the exception though.  The mightiest magic item
ever created by an ogre is Surlasha’s Urn (see the History chapter for
details).



Movie Review
Davis Chenault

Ok I have seen about eighteen movies since I last wrote a movie review.
So I have decided to change the format of my reviews in order to better
serve your reviewing needs and allow me to review more movies than
you could ever possibly watch (well, unless you are as lazy and indolent
as I am).  The new format is such that more movies are reviewed with
short spine whipping abbreviation and rated for their applicability to
both its utility to some game called Dungeons and Dragons and one’s
enjoyment.  So the name of the game is numbers and usability.

There are two aspects to this change of which you should be aware.  The
first is what I like to think of as whiplash reviews.  These are going to be
exceedingly short synopses of the movie consisting of, hopefully, one or
two words, but mayhap more depending on the complexity of the movie.
If I can, I am even going to try and keep those words down to single
syllables or even less.  For example, this would be my review of Pearl
Harbor: Huh?  Nice, short and sweet.  Actually, Pearl Harbor deserves a
little more attention than that since it is the only movie I know of in
which every major character receives two or more death scenes and the
development of the love story gives me polyandrous nightmares and the
hives.  So anyway, that’s that.

Before going on to the reviews, I have to explain the rating system so
that you may better understand it.  Now I would have liked to choose a
straight numerical rating system such as one through ten or something
like that.  But this immediately proved problematic.  What series should
I choose?  One through ten seemed somewhat overdone while one through
five seemed a bit limited.  It was suggested that I use a five rating system
with decimals to further define the movie.  But then I thought to myself,
why not use a 50 point system?  I believe a fifty point system would
overwhelm the reader, so I dropped the entire concept.

Next up was using little funny icons like little bunny ears, thumbs, wag-
ging tails, bikini tops or whatever.  However, each of these little pictures
send a subliminal message I may not want to send. I mean, bunny ears
and bikini tops???  Also, I would want the rating system to apply to
Dungeons and Dragons.  So I thought of swords or axes or spell books
or whatever as the icons to use.  But you know, if use swords, am I short
selling the value of the movie to someone who plays a thief?  And what
about sorcerers and clerics?  And, even if I could figure out an appropri-
ate icon, I am stuck with the numerical problem again.  How many swords
or bikinis?  Its just too darn complicated to work out.  So I dropped that
idea.

This left me with, well, nothing.  So I went back to the numerical rating
and decided to go with a one through five system.  But I was struck with
a final insurmountable problem.  What if I rate a movie a five - say ‘The
Sum of all Fears’ - that just sucks.  But, being the only movie I ever
watched, it is also the best.  Then I watch something like ‘Two Smoking
Guys with Double Barrels Blasting while Chasing Amy though a Field
of Dreams’ or something.  Now, for anyone who has seen that movie, it
is way better than the ‘Sum of Silliness.’  So it would deserve a rating
higher than five.  But how?  Do I just willy nilly add numbers as neces-
sary or the mood fits?  How would this have any meaning?

Well, that seemed unworkable when it struck me.  The perfect meeting
of all ideas and one that addresses every issue anyone could imagine
having.

I have decided each movie will generate its own rating system based
solely on the movie.  So, with one movie I could use a rating of one
through seven (for the movie ‘Seven’ for example) while with another I
could use icons (like mini-clones for “Attack of the Clones”).  Also, to
avoid the problem of ‘numbers’ mentioned above, I will randomly assign
the number of number or number of icons to each movie.  So, I could
give ‘Seven’ a six and ‘Clones’ a google of clones (though an actual
google might take up more space than I am allowed).

One might wonder how a reader could make sense of this seemingly
random and internally generated rating system.  Most rating systems are
static, allowing for comparisons between two like commodities.  So,
typically, a review would have a rating of say 8 for a movie, such as
‘Eight Men and a Baby’ and 2 for another movie such as ‘The Two Tow-
ers Teetering.’  This allows the reader to compare the two movies and
make a selection based upon some other guy’s decision as to what enter-
tainment value one movie has and why you should like it (that is, if you
have any taste and self-respect).
Well, I have always found that quite offensive.  No one is going to tell
me what to think and I am not going to be involved with telling you what
to think.  I mean, someone who spends all their time in a dimly lit world
living vicariously though the loves, hates, fears and adventures of oth-
ers, eating popcorn and drinking 80 ounce sodas is probably not the
most classy person anyway and shouldn’t be telling anyone what to think.

Also, how can one compare one movie to another?  It’s like comparing
apple to oranges or oranges to potatoes or potatoes to small planetoids
revolving around some star somewhere at the edge of the known uni-
verse.  You just can’t do it.  Apples are good for keeping doctors away
while oranges are good for cleaning corroded bathtubs.  So how do com-
pare the two?  You don’t.  You just eat the apple and clean the tub.

I am bringing the same philosophy to my reviews.  There is no way to
compare such movies as ‘Friday the 13th I’ and ‘Friday the 13th II’ or
‘Dog Eats Man’ and ‘Man Eats Dog.’  They are so different in form, type
and nature that any comparison would, in the long run, be meaningless.
So, having dispensed with the idea of meaningless comparison and a
tragically unworkable static rating system, I have developed, what I be-
lieve, to be the best system of reviews in the world.

I have developed a rating system in which a movie is compared to itself
and to itself only.  That’s not quite accurate, I am going to compare the
movie to its potential self.  This system, like others, is totally subjective
and without any meaning whatsoever.  For, I get to decide a movie’s
potential and then decide whether or not that movie lived up to its poten-
tial.  My expectations, desires, formulations, beliefs and whims will all
come into play with any review in any manner I see fit.  As for the Dun-
geons and Dragons angle, each movie will also be rated for its potential
inspiration to ‘the game’ with a rating system broken down into classes,
prestige classes, campaign settings and other important aspects of the
game.

Perfect says I, for now, when I read my reviews, I will know if I am going
to like the movie.  As for you, the gentle and learned reader, I leave it up
to you to decide if the movie is worth watching.  To do so, however, you
yourself might have to watch the movie.

As a final thought, hopefully the explanation for the reviews which must,
necessarily, precede my review, will not be longer than the review.



Wisdom of the Frog God
Bill Webb of Necromancer Games

necromancergames.com

Creating the Weapons of War

So now that everyone is min-maxing their fighters, wizards, rogues and
clerics…all the while killing 200 orcs to gain a level…I thought I better
have a fireside chat about those pesky ability boosting items and spells,
and about the loved by the players, hated by the DM’s feats that allow
low level players to create vast troves of magical goodies!

Let me first say that spells like bull’s strength, cat’s grace and the rest
may seem innocuous, perhaps only adding +1 or +2 to the requisite
bonus of the recipient. What happens when several skills are boosted at
once? Or when the lucky player adds 5 to his strength, and then rages?
What happens when all hint of ability score penalties are erased by the 5th

level wizard with the craft wondrous items feat; for the whole party?
Even the spells last for hours per level (an eternity in D&D time).

Think about it. The wizard boosts his intelligence by 4. No big deal,
right? Then the monsters have a –2 on all their saves against his spells.
Then again, the baddies can do it too…

What the real problem is the ability of the players to create items cheaply
and fast. In old D&D, it took an 11th level wizard MONTHS to create even
the likes of a +1 sword. No a 5th level guy can create enough weapons for
his whole party that damages resistance becomes meaningless as a
special ability. Why adventure to get cool treasures when you can just
make your own? In 3E, magic items below those of game-breaking power
have no meaning. Players will always prefer gold to items, then they can
tailor make their own combinations of items and rule the world!

Let’s examine what can occur these days….I will not even speak about
the “boots of levitation that work only for lawful gnome wizards (e.g. the
PC)” and the gp and xp discount that is obtained from creating such
items. It is utter BS. Here are the feats and what I think of them.

Brew Potion—Ok, this one seems reasonable, at least at first glance.
Any schmoe who can cast spells can take this feat and make potions of
any level 1-3 spell. 50 potions of a level 2 spell (invisibility will be used
for a benchmark) cast at 3rd level would cost 300 gp and 12 xp x 50 =
15,000 gp and 600 xp. Seems reasonable…lots of cash needed, lots of xp
for the potions. Also takes 50 days.

Craft Magic Arms and Armor— Any bard or cleric who fails to take
this feat should be cast out of his party. Maybe killed outright. The
creation prices are so cheap, that any party can afford to outfit with all
magical weapons. The real key here is to have that fighter take his skill
points in Craft (Weaponsmith), and much of the creation cost can be
mitigated by providing your own masterwork items. Think 1000 +1
arrows for 3500 gp and change.

Craft Rod—Ok, you got to be 9th level or higher, and most of the rods in
the DMG take a great deal more levels to really make anything useful. I
can live with a player spending 25,000 gp and 1000 xp at 15th level to
create a rod of absorption. That seems realistic.

Craft Staff—Like the rod, this one is for the men, not the boys. It seems
well in balance with the level of play.

Craft Wand—Compare this one with potions (50 charges = 50 uses).
Only 4500 gp and 180 xp. This one is pretty attainable. Oh, and it only
takes 5 days. Never leave home without the cure light wounds wand
every wizard and cleric should get an arrow quiver to hold all the level 1-
2 spell wands they can carry. Wands of web and hold person are
invaluable.

Craft Wondrous item—Possibly the most abusive and broken feat in
the game. Everyone in the party should have wings of flying (2750 gp to
make, 110 xp), boots of striding and springing (1250 gp, 50 xp), bags of
tricks (rust is the best value at 1500 gp, 60 xp), and hats of disguise (1000
gp, 40 xp) by the time the party is level 5. Of course the ponies all need
horseshoes of the zephyr at 1500 gp and 60 xp each as well. Use those
wands and create a party of flying, super fast invisible guys who go
around chucking wolverines at their enemies!

Forge Ring—Why this one is only available to high-level PCs and
wands can be had by any hedge wizard is beyond me. If I am creating
items, I’ll take my 2 x 50 charge wands and 1000 extra gp over 1 ring,
anytime, anywhere. As caster level is 12+, this one also seems
reasonable.

Scribe Scroll—pretty nasty…think of the level 18 wizard with the 10
time stop scrolls…or the level 1 wizard with the 20 sleep scrolls (and
after killing 7 orcs and obtaining he can make 1000 more! Of course he
would need 25,000 gp). This one, if abused, can ruin the whole game.
Anything that is not level dependant (sleep) can be made very cheaply (25
gp, 1 xp) en masse. Note to low level parties…GIVE ALL THE GOLD
TO THE WIZARD!!!

Limiting magic item creation feats is the only way to maintain game
balance and still make magical treasure a rare and wonderful thing. Under
the current rules system, every NPC should be loaded like a piggy bank
with scrolls, wands and wondrous items. Every 5th level caster should
have 4-5 wands with which to smite the party senseless. How do you limit
this? I am looking for ideas. Let’s hear some discussion on this one and
I will continue it in a later column. Feel free to send me responses to
necromancergames@yahoo.com.

Next issue’s column will speak to the concept of sex in D&D.  Until next
time, may the slime not get too deep!

Tsathogga



ObituariesObituariesObituariesObituariesObituaries
or Sad Tales from Erdeor Sad Tales from Erdeor Sad Tales from Erdeor Sad Tales from Erdeor Sad Tales from Erde

Last week witnessed the demise f one of my favorite characters, Twii Dly
Metums, a gnome wizard of great renown.  Twii Dly was a tub of a gnome
who lived in a hollowed out root beneath a big old willow tree.  Fond of
oversized yellow poke-e-dot hats, fluffy beds and sleeping into the wee
hours of the afternoon, Twii Dly was an unlikely figure to go adventur-
ing, much less learning the arts of wizardry.  But, as is the case in most
gaming environments, a not too convincing but suitable past and series
of events that would set the ‘god of odds’ a-grumbling was concocted to
allow an adventure to proceed.

Twii Didly was born late on a Monday afternoon about dinner time, just
in time to irritate his siblings for interfering with a lavish meal of peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches.  So Twii Didly’s beginning was fraught
with conflict.  A conflict that continued throughout his life.  Beat by his
parents and shunned by his siblings, Twii Didly sought friendship in
elsewhere.  He was lucky to find another loner in town, Soe Dame Inzane,
a wizard of great renown.

The two formed a quick friendship based on Soe Dame’s need for a
butler and Twii Didly’s need to create a background for a story line.
Twii Didly learned the arts of wizardry from Soe Dame and perfected his
arts in various tests, trials and long essays written in 10 pt font , Times
New Roman.

Soe Dame died suddenly and, though he left his entire fortune to Twii
Didly, after the GRS (Gnomish Revenue Service) collected a ‘death tax,’
all that was left was a hollowed out root and an old tattered spell book.
So Twii Didly moved into the root and had to use his spell book for
studying, light reading, a pillow and a chair.

While flipping through the well thumbed pages one afternoon, a map
fell out of the book and landed n the floor with a bang heard round the
world - or at least the root.  There it was, a map with directions to a great

treasure.  So, Twii Didly wandered to the nearest town, Plunky, and
went on a search for people to help him find this trove.  He went to some
pals he had acquired in his time as So Dame’s house pet.  These friend-
ships founded on commercial ties and bizarre entertainment rituals based
on beer and bikinis are, as you my well know, unbreakable.

So, this strange amalgam of classes and races that, coincidentally, man-
ages to have every conceivable feet, skill and bonus imaginable trots off
into the wilderness to collect some booty and assuage Twii Didly’s burn-
ing desire to wreak retributive havoc upon a world which he considers to
have wronged and abuse him.

So, the first night out, Twii Didly builds a fire for his friends, cooks a
good meal and goes to bed.  He never wakes up because one of his com-
panions, Pappy, ‘tripped’ during the night and fell on Twii Didly.  Pappy
was carrying a long sharp sword at the time.  A sword that fell though
Twii Didly’s neck, heart, then stomach, then....  In any respect, Twii Diddly
is dead.

If you care to throw Twii Diddly into your game as an NPC, PC or
pictuaresque gnomish monkey, here are his stats:

Twii DiddlyMetums

Physical Description: Twii Diddly’s is a gnome whose nickname is
Tubolard  - and not for no reason.  Twii Diddly weighs in excess of two
or even three average sized gnomes.  His belly is so large that he can not
even reach around it to button his vest or shirt.  That being the case, he
rarely wears shirts or vests as his hairy belly sticks out and scares little
gnomes.  He prefers mu-mu’s.  His face is as round and jiggly as his
belly.  It is pasty pale and covered in scraggly and curly red hair that
grows in thick patches surrounded by bald areas.  His hair is cropped
short to his head like a marine’s.  The latter gives him a martial appear-
ance that the rest of his body fails to.  He is often overhead repeating his
mantra ‘hu’ ahh’ and ‘overcome, adapt, relapse and relax.’

You can make up the stats as necessary although they are essentially
useless as Twii Diddly only had 1 hp and an 7 dex, the combination of
which made him a somewhat pointless character.  However, he is an in-
teresting personage to throw into a game.

Troll Knuck-Troll Knuck-Troll Knuck-Troll Knuck-Troll Knuck-

leslesleslesles

Troll Knuckles is a dice game of chance and skill.  The point of Troll
Knuckles is to roll a winning
combination of numbers on
three consecutive rolls of the
dice, choosing one number
from each set of rolls.  The fi-
nal set of numbers is called a
gut and each set of rolls is
called a slice.  The goal is to
take one number from each set
of rolls - the slice - and use
those numbers to develop a
winning group of numbers - the
gut.  The winning sets are listed
at the end of the rules.



When the All Father SpokeWhen the All Father SpokeWhen the All Father SpokeWhen the All Father SpokeWhen the All Father Spoke
Stephen Chenault

The WordThe WordThe WordThe WordThe Word
The Language of Creation, the Holy Tongue, is the Language of life.  It
is the Language of power.  It is the Language of the Magi.

In the beginning the All Father had no mastery of this Language and
spoke it incorrectly.  These words resulted in many creations but all
imperfect ones.  Some of these hounded the All Father in the Void,
seeking his love but he turned from them bent on mastery of the Tongue.
Eventually, he learned its proper use, and from it all things came to be.

The All Father fashioned the world, that which the Dwarves
call Erde, from the Void through the Language.  He intoned its
words in multi-faceted ways and from his voice came all that
it is or ever will be.  He gave this gift to only a few.

He gave it to the Sentient, those who walked the world
before Dwarf or man, though they never used it and in time
of years they forgot it, even as they became rooted in the
matter of the world.

He gave it to the Great Dragon, the Mother Goddess,
Inzae.  Though she could not understand it, he wrote it
down in what later ages called The Obsidian Book.  She
took it and twisted it around her own thoughts and
fashioned the world of Inzae, the Great Bowl and built
for it a sun.  Inzae curved out from the crusts of the All
Father’s world so that the two looked much akin to a
cup and saucer turned over, for in those days the world
of Erde was flat.  She stole many things from the All
Father, the Dwarven Giants, the Trottigen; she bore
them to her world and enslaved them for a great many
ages.  Not until much later did any return to the world
of the All Father.

Lastly, he gave it in part to the Dwarves in later days
and they used it to build constructs upon the All
Father’s world.  The Dwarves though, never
understood it completely and had to write to it
down.  They took the Obsidian Book before the
worlds were sealed, even before Inzae bound the
Trottigen, and they wrote it in Runes. Eventually
these numberless characters which accounted
for the Language were carved upon the steps of
those winding passages between the worlds,
the Rings of Brass.  But these were lost to the
world or sealed by the Winter’s Dark.

After Inzae’s corruption of the Holy Tongue, the All Father bade that no
one else should speak it or know it.

But his will was no longer the law.

The Sorcerer’s RunesThe Sorcerer’s RunesThe Sorcerer’s RunesThe Sorcerer’s RunesThe Sorcerer’s Runes

Too many knew of the Language, or pieces of it, for it to remain wholly
secret and in time of years one of the Eldritch Goblins, Ondluche,
unraveled its secrets.  From where it is not certain for he began the
mastery of it long before even the Rings of Brass.  He used the Tongue for
his own personal power.  He was the first and greatest of the sorcerers.
Ondluche spent many centuries bent over his great alchemies, unraveling
more of the sacred Tongue and ever increasing his power in sorcery.  It is
said that he possessed a great tower, Lugtundra, which gloomed over the
whole world and within it were hosts of rooms and passages wherein he
conducted all many of vile experiments.  Cloistered thus he learned ever
more and rose to even greater power.  Many came to him to learn of his
witchcraft and these bore it into the wide world.

In later days, the sorcery he practiced, matched the true Language of
Creation and he bent the world and destroyed much. These spells were
the Ondluch-Eroan, or in the Vulgate the Runes of Ondluche.  It unmade
the Dwarves and in later ages it destroyed the All Father and split the
world, opening it to the ravages of the multiverse.

But Ondluche’s reign ended with the Dwarven King of Norgorad-Kam,
Dognur VII, entered the halls of Lugtundra and slew the sorcerer.  It is
said that the Dwarf waded through a sea of spells like a ship in water and
he took up the sorcerer in his hands.  Grasping the sorcerer by the neck
he ground his neck and bones to gristle and cast him aside.

But the Goblin’s sorcery was forever a part of the world of Erde.  Though
few would ever understand its origins or what it was and most all forgot
that the sorcery was the Language of Creation, only corrupted and foul.

A Mage’s PathA Mage’s PathA Mage’s PathA Mage’s PathA Mage’s Path

Those who did know, however, understood that mastery of the Language
could bring ultimate power.  Many have sought over the ages, but only
one has mastered even a small part of the true Holy Tongue.  A human
magus, whose own history is mired in the depths of time, rose during the
Age of Heroes to become one of the greatest of his peers.  In those days
he bore the name Trigal, and served the Emperors of Aenoch.  He founded
the White Order, a gathering of like minded men and women, who
learned the arts of sorcery from him.

But Trigal was an evil man, and in his true purpose he used the Empire to
scour the world of the magic of the ancients, particularly for the

Rings of Brass or the
Obsidian Book.  But he
found neither, for the latter



were well hidden and the former long ago destroyed in Inzae’s War of the
Gods.  But what he did find was evidence of the Ondluch-Eroan, those
spells and workings which unmasked small pieces of the Language of
Creation and destroyed the world.  There were 45 spoken words.  Trigal
understood these spells as being gateways to the powers of the Void, the
great Umbra.  For this reason he called these spells The Paths of Umbra.

In later ages when their use came into the world men called them the
Winter Runes and the Blood Runes.

Trigal’s evil lost him the support of the Emperor of Aenoch and that great
Lord eventually drove the wizard from his halls.  Trigal took another
name, Nulak-Kiz-Din, and he continued his quest for The Paths of
Umbra.
In those days there were tomes in the Dwarven Halls that recorded much
of the history of the world and that of the Dwarves.  Nulak took the guise
of a Gnome scholar and gained entry to the deeps of Norgorad-Kam
where the greater part of these manuscripts were kept and studied them
for many long  years.  His sorcery was so great that the Dwarves did not
know of the deception for a great long while.  When they discovered that
his was a magus they cursed him.  In those days, much as today, the
Dwarves carried a great malice for all sorcerers for it was the Goblin
Ondluche and his sorcery that destroyed all that they had loved in ages
past.  They bound Nulak and branded his hand with an iron from the
Hall’s Forge.  This mark stayed with Nulak forever, and he bore it with
him where he went, no matter the guise he took.  And it gave him away
more often than once.  The brand named him a thief and a liar and a
sorcerer.

The Dwarves drove Nulak from the Hall, but it was too late for Nulak had
more than enough information.  He gathered to him a group of stout
fellows, Rogues and Warriors and a few Priests and he began a trek into
the west in search of Gorthurag, The First Home of the Dwarves.

His long adventure, the tales of which are filled with dreadful deeds, great
heroism and battles with ancient beasts does not come into these tales,
but suffice it so say the wizard found what he was looking for.

Gorthurag, long abandoned after its destruction in the Goblin-Dwarf
Wars stood like a hollow tomb.  He sought after the Mammoth Scrolls,
those ancient texts which the Dwarves recorded their own and the
world’s history in.   He hoped that they must somehow reveal the hiding
place of any of the Runes or the Obsidian Book or other device which
would lend him to greater power.  Though he never found the lost
archives where the scrolls were buried, he did find other clues and
dangerous ones at that.

Nulak once more bent himself to study, even as his companions were
killed off.  Those are wild and dangerous places and few can live there for
long unless they too are possessed of great magic.

But Nulak unraveled one mystery which concerned him greatly.  He
learned that when the Dwarf King, Dognur VII slew Ondluche he found
upon the Goblin’s broken body a small satchel of Rune Stones.  Though
the King did not know what he possessed he took them up and bore them
into the world.  They fell out of the history of the Dwarves when Dognur
gave them over to some of his allies.  The Rune Stones vanished into
history.

So Nulak took up his staff once more and quested the world over until he
at last gathered the fabled Rune Stones to him.  He knew then that these
were the Ondluch-Eroan, The Paths of Umbra.

Continued on Page 8

The Art of War
(d20 Sourcebook, Fully OGC)

This is the book you've been waiting for. The Art of War includes every-
thing you need to bring the challenge, the thrill, and the horror of war
to your D20 games. Place your PCs upon the battlefield and legions
under your command. Guide your forces in conflicts of any scale, from
minor skirmishes to combat upon an epic scale, while dominating the
field and claiming victory through the sheer force of your sword and
will.  Four complete systems give you everything you need:

The Backdrop Battles system places the PCs in the spotlight, seamlessly
integrating any battle into your existing campaign.

The Commander System reduces war to its purest ideal: A battle of wits
between one general and another.

The D20 Skirmish System adapts the standard D20 combat rules, mak-
ing it easy to command a force of hundreds within the familiar con-
fines of the basicrules.

The D20 Mass Combat System is a true mass combat system: Capable
of comfortably handling armies of up to 10,000 strong or more with
complete detail while fully supporting the actions taken by the PCs at
every level of the battle! Plus: War magic, the technology of war, new
feats, new classes, historical army lists, and complete scenarios!



The tale of what followed that dread god’s descent into Erde is told
elsewhere, but know only that he was named, fell Unklar, and that he
overwhelmed Nulak and all his allies, and enslaved much of the world.
He used his great power to remake the world of Erde, bind it to him, and
further, to destroy the gods, imprison Inzae in an inner world and unmake
much of what had come before.  He blanketed the world in ice and so it
stood for a thousand years.  So the Winter Dark came to be.

The Paths of Umbra, now known only as the Winter Runes were lost to
the world, scattered in the many wars and struggles of the Winter Dark
era.  Eventually Nulak rose to power once more and served Unklar as his
right arm.  He reconstituted the White Order, renaming it the Paths of
Umbra.  He took a new name as well, Mongroul, though many called him
the Troll Lord for he commanded a vast army of Trolls in the northern
wastes where he built his tower, the Graugusse.  The guild quested long
for the Runes, sometimes meeting with success but more often than not
failure.

So it came to be that the Winter Runes were scattered across the world.
With Nulak’s passing into history the Paths of Umbra guild lost much of
its evil way and became a secretive guild of knowledge and powerful
magi.  Though many of their ranks long for the order of Unklar’s reign,
many more devout themselves to the study of the sorcerous arts.
Knowledge of the quests that the wizards of the Path undertook became
common to many other guilds, wizards and sorcerers.  So it was that many
undertook to find these magical Rune Stones and gain for themselves the
powers that only a few ever dreamed of.

A Winter of RuinA Winter of RuinA Winter of RuinA Winter of RuinA Winter of Ruin

Through hard study and much alchemy he unraveled many secrets of the
world’s origins, of the All Father and the Language of Creation.  He
learned too, that many creatures existed beyond the world.  These
creatures, memories of the All Father’s first acts of creation were
possessed of great knowledge and some even of the whole Language
itself.  He determined that he would bring one of these creatures to Erde
and that he would bind the creature to him and learn from him the
Language.   Here, the wizard went too far, for he failed to fully understand
the power of the Language of Creation; nor, did he understand the power
that those who could speak it commanded.

He dreamed of the Dark God, a great horned beast that the All Father
created at the bottom of time.  He only vaguely understood the creature’s
nature, never realizing that the horned was a figment of a nightmare, a
creature so horrid that the All Father drove it from him even before the
world’s making.  But the beast bore with him a piece of the All Father and
he knew the Language in its entirety.  It was this beast that Nulak
intended to bring into the world.

So he lent himself to mastering the Runes for with them he hoped to
mimic the sorceries of Ondluche who had breached the Wall of Worlds
so many eons ago.  He learned that great powers, the Rune Lords, held the
Wall of Worlds together and he bent himself to mastering them as well.
After many years and many defeats he managed this monumental task and
prepared himself to walk The Path of Umbra- that is to breach the Wall
of Worlds and enter the Void.

With all this knowledge and power Nulak thought to himself that he
could at last bring the dark creature to Erde and it would rival any of the
gods of men.  And he thought that it would be his to control.  So came to
the world another tragedy.  With the power commanded by the White
Order, Nulak cast himself into the Void questing for a host to bring
home.  He searched for many years until last he found a dark sliver of the
All Father’s nightmare.  He opened its mind and prepared it for entry.

Nulak failed to understand that the creature he found was not a simple
dark dream.  Rather, it was the All Father’s greatest terror.  It was a
nightmare, a horrid thought conjured in his youth, cast aside as soon as
it rose to the surface.  The black thought lay buried in the All Father’s
mind until the spells of Ondluche gave it freedom.  As is written the spells
of Ondluche split the mind of the All Father and slew him and this gave
the gift of life to the Horned One.  It passed through the Maelstrom and
into the Void.  This nightmare lived, though in truth it never dreamed of
Erde.  Only when Nulak came to it, by walking the Paths of Umbra, did
it learn of the world at large.  It pretended to be amazed and enthralled,
and so secretly it bound the sorcerer to him.

When Nulak returned to Erde he brought the beginnings of an
indescribable plague.  He set to building great temples to garner the
power of the world’s people so that he could add the weight of it to the
spell of the Paths of Umbra.  These temples became, in time,
instrumental to the summoning of the Dark One.

Each letter of each word of the Language of Creation bears a multitude of
magic.  Pronunciation is the key to using the Language properly.  Any
deviation from the Language can cause it to go awry.  Nulak studied the
Rune Stones for many years until at last he felt he knew their true nature
and he felt that he could speak them correctly.   When the temples were
built and he, confident in his power, summoned the Horned God to the
world of Erde.

Available soon from
TrollLord Games



Winter Runes
A Companion Soruce Book for Sorcerers and Wizards
Designed for the d20 System

The Book of Winter Runes.  A Spell Book.
45 new spells (levels 1-9)
The mythology of the Winter Rune.

New Classes
A new Core Class, the RuneMark.  At the root of all lies Creation, the
language of which  is bound to the world at large.  To master this lan-
guage is to master creation itself, such are the RuneMark.  These Magi
strive to master the Ondluch-Eroan and the Language of Creation.

RuneMarks are generally intelligent, wise, inquisitive folk.  They are
driven as well.  Some are good, others evil, and some devoted to noth-
ing but the quest for knowledge and power.

Mythology of the Rune Lords
The first part of the Pantheon, 4 new deities with domains and spells.
24 Demi-Gods, the Mogrl, those who serve the Winter Dark.
Unklar, the Horned God.

The Winter Rune.  A Runic Alphabet:
A fully interactive logophonetic lettering system of  45 characters.
45 die cut counters.
Runic Spells Rules.

New Magic Items
12 minor magic items
The Winter Rune
The Shroud of Darkness

Also includes:
The book’s adventure series, “Of the Horned God’s Winter.”   In one
great arc DMs are supplied all the material they need to introduce the
RuneMark and his peculiar magic as well as the Rune Lords.  Here
they must wrestle with the powers of the wizard Izarian and overcome
his lust for vengeance.  When he is thrown down the riddles of the
Winter Runes lead the adventurers on a great overland trek until road’s
end, where they must unravel the secrets of the horned god’s minions
and master the Runes and their dread magic.

Though set in the world of Erde Winter Runes is easily adapted to any
homebrew game or published setting.  The  wastelands of the north-
ern mountains yield to the dark fens and broken hills of Gottland-Ne.
There lay the iron foundations of the great fortress of Varucks a heap
of burnt slag and tortured rock.  This land of dark shadow and forgot-
ten dream yields a wealth of adventure from the stunted Gottland trees,
‘not but Trolls weighted down by their own evil, to the squalid throne
called the Elephant’s Back.

The
World Builder

The Most controversial book to hit the stands since the arrival of
“catcher in the Rye.”  Endless controversies abound and the nature
of its impact on gaming culture is now being debated across the land.
It has even reached the highest gaming court in the land.  We encour-
age supporters and detractors alike to examine this mighty tome and
learn for themsleves the impact it has had on the gaming community.
It has turned the world on its head and bats are now swimming and
cows flying.

In all seriousness.  This hefty tome of information is now available at
local gaming stores and through the TLG office itself.  Please check it
out.  Its a mighty mighty testament to one authors search for details!
Dan Cross has recently commented upon the product...

“World building in a fantasy game has a lot to do with describing the
surroundings of the player characters in great depth and detail. This
book facilitates this facet of design, and I believe it serves well as a
brainstorming aid.

The basic outline on how to apply the stuff in the book is in the fore-
word and
introduction...and the
foreword reads:”

" ‘The utility of this book
extends beyond a mere
catalog of everyday facts
and things common to a
fantasy milieu based
mainly on the historical
medieval and Renaissance
periods. The chapters are
arranged thematically,
listing items from the mun-
dane to the arcane in cat-
egories useful to one build-
ing a fantasy world, cam-
paign, or an adventure
from scratch.

Thus an author or game
master can refer to these
lists to add color, description, depth, and incredible detail to his fan-
tasy world. For example, this book aids in determining the charac-
teristics of a city, detailing the basic construction materials of each
building according to style, then in choosing the contents of myriad
room types and appurtenant structures—castle, house, manor, pal-
ace, etc. With this book, one can realistically describe the features of
the wilderness, picking tree types by biome, developing regional maps
in accordance with true earth-science, learn the value of metals as a
true metal-smith (ordinary to magical), describe alchemical brews ac-
cording to extensive hermetic lore, and so on.

Also included are several sections of “facts,” all stuff common to the
fantasy genre: spells and traps, archaic terms and nomenclature, all
information easily extrapolated into any existing game system.’”

Expect more products in the Gyagxian Fantasy serieswith contribu-
tions from Gary Gygax, Dan Cross and others.
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by Psychic Catby Psychic Catby Psychic Catby Psychic Catby Psychic Cat

The Orc: (March 21- April 19) Vigilance
is necessary in the coming weeks to
successfully fulfill those routine pillagings.
Don’t ignore the details, pay attention and
you will find a nice reward under the bed of
that hard headed peasant who gave you a
beating last week when he caught you stealing
cabbage from his shed.  Also, your dim-witted
little pea brain and grotesque appearance will
make it difficult for you to ever make a friend so
just give up, pull out your sword and start hacking at those pesky
little humans coming down the hall - behind you ... NOW - quit reading
this or you are going to die - nitwit.

The Kobold: (April 20- May 20) Be bold this week little one.
Kobolds are known for their sly and inquisitive minds, so take advantage
of this gift from the stars and inquisit slyly.  Look beneath the scabs and
scales wrapped around your thoughts and desires and perhaps you will
see that there is a beautiful coagulated heap of mangled tissue just
waiting to be set free.  Also, don’t scratch too much; it is likely a sign of
an infection you wouldn’t want others to know about.  Don’t let recent
events get you down.  Your life is a pointless waste of time, energy, mass
and chemicals so your bad luck or demise will probably benefit the
universe more than your continued existence.

The Hobgoblin: (May 21- June 21)Beware of schemers and hobbit-
oil salesman. You need to work on your assertiveness this week so, go
out and buy yourself a new sword, axe or even a halberd, sharpen them up
and get ready for a Julia Childes slicing and dicing.  Saunter on down to
the nearest thorp and try to bargain with a farmer.  Be firm, remember,
brute fear, threats and an occasional slice go a lot further in delicate
negotiations than do bribes and sycophantry.  Don’t be blinded by the
truth, it is ephemeral and generally depends upon one’s perspective
anyway.  Make it up as you go.  Also, the stars indicate a relationship is
about to go south.  Fret not, your mean temperament, disfigured body and
atrocious halitosis will, I am certain, land you another significant other
soon - and a few gold doubloons.

The Bugbear: (June 22- July 22) I sense a bout of short temper
coming your way.  Its OK, go with it.  Your temper is the source of your
success.  Anger defines who you are.  Act more like a Washington insider
also. Petty revenge, lying, cheating, stealing, squirming and generally
acting like a snake that just crawled out from under the belly of a wet rat
is your calling card.  If you want it, steal it.  If the truth comes your way,
bend it.  If you have a chance to win a game honestly, think again because
you could probably win twice as much cheating.  If it defies you, crush it.
If it irritates you, smother it.

The Ogre: (July 23- August 22) Isolate yourself as soon as you can.
People are coming to visit you and you really do not need to be meeting
up with such louse, believe me.  You have no friends nor will you ever
have friends, so quit looking, pull out your club and go whack something.
The joy and pleasure derived from such an act will far override any sense
of companionship a true friend could offer.  People will be looking to you

for strength (as well as looking for that sack of gold you have hidden over
there behind that large freakish looking green mannequin wearing a
green leafy toga - where did you get that anyway, from Michael Jackson’s
stud ranch?) so give it to them in one big smack.

The Goblin: (August 23- September 22) You might find yourself a
little moody later in the week.  Instead of ignoring it this week, why don’t
you wander on down to the local watering hole, tank up, and try to figure
out what it is that pains you.  We all feel pain my little green nodule of
solidified snot, but if you pick your mind you may find that which ails
you and then you can flick it off into the wild blue or rub it under the
desk.  But no worries, the end of the universe is coming and you are going
to be snuffed out like a glow bug at a kiddy ranch.

The Stirge:  (September 23- October 22) You might seem a little out
of it later on the week so now is a good time to invest in a blood bank.  A
close relationship is potentially in the making if you just focus, stick to
your goal and implant your little proboscis deep into the object of your
affection.  A sudden alignment of the stars, the moons, the suns and the
meteors in the fourth house also indicate the potential for a true learning
experience or moment of enlightenment or even perhaps the end of the
universe as all the magnetic forces come to act in some weird
concordance and everything folds in upon itself and we are all smashed
to oblivion in a massive gravitational crunch.  Let’s hope that does not
happen though.  In the meantime, keep your beak clean.

Homunculus:  (October 23- November 21) The early part of the week
will prove a worthwhile time to invest in grain, soy-bean or dwarf-meat
futures.  Watch your pocket book because an unexpected expense looms
on the horizon and you may find yourself up against a wall facing a lot of
blood thirsty, black is the choice my little lizard-like surrender-monkey,
sword wielding, magic slinging, muck raking, dog eared, greedy, small
minded accountants trying to take your life long savings.  Don’t eat much
meat.  Although ground beef tartar is a delicacy in some of our more effete
friend’s homeland, it is not here in the good old U. S. of A.  ‘Well done’
or charred a cancerous black is the choice with the good old United
Slitherers of the Abyss my little lizard-like surrender-monkey.

Otyugh:  (November 22- December 21) The porta-john has aligned
itself favorably over your house today.   All indications are for a very fluid
week replete with gobs to eat and mounds of slushy goodness to fulfill
even your insatiable needs.  Love is also in the air, or maybe that’s just
some foul, malodorous, festering, pile of offal you failed to scoop up
yesterday.  In any respect, it seems love is in the air and if you just follow
the excretious aromaticus in the scupper you might find yourself face to
face with one that will fill your heart with glee - or at least your stomach
with food.

Ettin: (December 22 - January 19) Two heads are better than one and
three, or so they say, but do not tell Cerebus that.  After casting the bones
and looking at the stars through a pair of glazed and listless eyes this
week I could, as usual, discern little of interest regarding the fates and
fortunes of those of you who fall into this starry realm of
prognostications.  Perhaps the fates of two cancel each other out to make
a nil, perhaps you have no future and this will be the last thing you ever
read, perhaps I don’t know or, as a final possibility, the fates just do not
care what is going to happen to you.

Digester: (January 20- February 18) Don’t waste time in the coming
week because great things are lingering around the corner.  Have faith and
masticate well before swallowing.  It seems a few intestinal disorders are
also in store for you.  You might be tempted to follow a traditional route



towards cures, such as Pepto-Bismol and fried catfish, but don’t. Expand
your horizons and try some aroma therapy and tummy massage.  I
understand licorice also helps to sooth tummy aches.  As a final note,
those travel plans you have made, the stars seem to be suggesting a few
dietary adjustments are in order, so brush well and get ready to taste
something new - rumor has it fried grome legs are really good with a side
of sprite noodles.

Yrthak:  (February 19- March 20) Although the prospects for a new
look and a redefinition of yourself is in order this time of year, please, no
tongue rings!  Pressure from above and below and right and left and front
and back will make you feel like an old Buick in car masher.  Remember,
roll with it like blood off a vampire’s tongue and all will go well.  A subtle
shift in the alignment of some stars and planets and other stuff indicates
a smudge on my telescope.  However, based on those smudges, I would
say you are in for rough ride through a perdition’s perfidy by your nearest
of kin - the Zythak.  Invest in time saving devices like a broken clock or
clogged hourglass.  You’ll be surprised how short a time it takes to
accomplish even the most monumental of tasks.

The Angry
Gamer

What in the ****!  Sometimes I hate working with Steve and Davis.  In
fact, I hate working with those two numbskulls almost all of the time.  For
those of you who do not work with these two, you have no idea how
irritating they can be.

First, they talk to me.  Now, I don’t mind when someone has something
to say, but I have yet to hear Davis say anything and Steve sits over their
babbling inanities all the day long.  It’s like listening to an annoying
parakeet chirping and a pesky frog burping twenty-four seven.

Then Davis has his smoke breaks.  I mean he takes a smoke break every
five minutes.  And yesterdays he did the most amazing thing... he took a
smoke break during a smoke break.  I kid you not.  And goodness forbid
if he ever runs out of ciggy’s, “Hey Todd, will go get me some smokes?”
“Hey Todd you Jonesen yet?”  “Hey DAVIS - Shut up.”

Then Steve and his nasty food.  Every morning without fail Steve sits over
there munching on some four year old doughnut, drinking a Dr Pepper all
the time asking for an egg McMuffin.  Now don’t get me wrong, I enjoy
an occasional doughnut and soda once in a blue moon but Steve’s
gargantuan slobbering maw is wrapped around some nasty filth spewed
forth from some equally nasty diner almost all day and whenever he’s
talking (and that’s a lot) he’s spattering me with food particles and spittle
coated in sugar.

So recently, the two of them were hunkered over Steve’s computer like a
couple of jackals at a kill laughing and blathering stupidities when they
call me over.  “Todd we need your opinion on something.”  All I am
thinking is that I am going to give Davis’ smoke shrouded head a massive
clobbering and Steve jiggling jowls a ten fingered sandwich of pain.

“We need to make this list of goblins and trolls by rank so we can assign
them to the two people who post on our boards!!!”

WOOOOOO, this is the stroke of genius for which these two “Troll
Lords” are famed.  I have never in my life heard of a more stupid, lame,
pathetic, idiotic and pointless advertising stunt in my life.  It’s not
advertising they told me, it’s just something for fun.  FUN???  What is
fun about being labeled a Peck or Goblitt or being labeled anything for
that matter?  Perhaps it’s more like a sycophant’s night ride.

I have no idea what it is about titles that makes people so happy.  Unless
you are a King or President what people call you is pretty much pointless
and random anyway.  But perhaps I should go by His Lord Gracious Todd
instead of just Todd.  I doubt that would go over well but would be just
as fun as being a Peck on our message boards.

Perhaps it would also be fun to watch either of the two them do some
work once in a while.  I think maybe something ‘fun’ falls into a category
that doesn’t include staring at a computer screen all day long. What also
might be fun is taking this desk and slamming it down on top of both of
their little knobby skulls and them jumping up and down on the puddle
left behind.

Fun... and if Steve plays that @$#!%%@ Ballad of Bilbo Baggins one
more time I am going to shove the entire trilogy down his throat, one word
at a time!

Caroline Parker’s Gaming Recipe
of the tri-Week

Easy Chili-Cheesy Dip

This is a sure crowd pleaser - and
couldn’t be easier!

1 16-ounce can chili
1 package of cream cheese
1 package (8 ounces) of pre-
shredded Monterey Jack/
     Cheddar blend

Preheat oven to 350°F. Spread cream cheese evenly on the bottom of
casserole dish. Layer chili on top of the cream cheese. Distribute grated
cheese evenly over the top. Bake in oven until cheese melts, approxi-
mately 12 to 15 minutes. Serve warm with tortilla chips or Fritos.

Davis Chenault’s Recipe of the Biweek

Summer Dippity Dip
Just in  time for the warmer weather (which is, I’m sure, starting to appear SOMEWHERE
on this earth!) I bring you a truly tasty recipe that is usre to whet your appetite more fun in
the sun...

12 blue string bikinis
8 white crocheted bikinis
15 yellow polka-dot bikinis
83 bottles of suntan lotion (NOT sun screen, you nerd!)
1 (95476416546-ounce) swimming pool
34 bathing beauty queens

Mix well with  a hot Sunday afternoon, some cool refreshing drinks and hilltop vistas
and the rest will follow...
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Troll Lord Games/Necromancer Games Joint Announcement

LITTLE ROCK, AR —— March 11, 2003 ——Troll Lord
Games and Necromancer Games announced a joint publishing
venture today.  As of June, 2003 Troll Lord Games will begin
publishing d20 system  adventures and sourcebooks for
Necromancer Games.  This reflects an expansion of the
existing Necromancer line published under the Sword and
Sorcery Logo.

“This venture is a natural union born of similar publishing and
gaming  philosophies,” remarked Stephen Chenault.
“Combing our mutual  experiences, from marketing to editing,
benefits all parties concerned, from the retailer to the
consumer.”

This arrangement begins in June, 2003, with the adventure
module,  Vampires and Liches, TLG NGL2.   A further
product schedule will be announced at the GAMA trade show
in March, 2003.

Important: The expansion of the Necromancer Games line
does not, in any  way, sever ties between Necromancer Games,
White Wolf and the  Sword & Sorcery Logo.  Nor does this
expansion of the Necromancer Games line tie Troll Lord
Games to White Wolf or the Sword & Sorcery Logo.
Necromancer Games products will be available through both
Troll Lord Games and White Wolf.  A full catalog of
Necromancer products is available on both the Necromancer
Games (www.necromancergames.com) and the Troll  Lord
Games websites (www.trolllord.com).

For more information contact Stephen Chenault at
troll@trolllord.com or by phone at 501-661-0449.

About Troll Lord Games
Troll Lord Games debuted at Gencon 2000.  Alongside it’s
hallmark d20 line and The Codex of Erde, TLG publishes the
Gygaxian Fantasy  World Series, Gary Gygax adventure
modules and Fiend Games.  For more information, visit our

web site www.trolllord.com.   Copyright 2001, Troll Lord
Games.

About Necromancer Games
Necromancer Games entered the d20 market in 2001 with the
award  winning and best selling module Crucible of Freya.  As
a founding member of Sword and Sorcery Studios NG has
published many varied adventures and source books including
Necropolis by Gary Gygax and the Tome of  Horros.  NG is
one of the premier d20 publishing companies in the market
today.  Visit their website at www.necromancergames.com.

LOOK FOR THE NEXT SEEKER TO BRING YOU
TONS OF NECROMANCER NEWS!!!!!!!!  (this one is

so late that we didn’t have room lol)

What in the heck is a COMPANION BOOK?

Setting.  Adventure.  Source.  Three in one.
80 pages, 16” x 22” double sided map

$16.95
Look for this logo:

THE LATEST IS: Bergholt, By Shadow of Night.  Contact
your local retailer!


